An Introduction to Poetry – 9th Edition; Kennedy, Gioia
A Short Guide to Writing About Literature: 5th ed – Barnet
A Writer’s Resource: 2nd ed – Maiman, Peritz, Yancey
Antigone, Oedipus, Electra – Sophocles
Back to the Lake – Thomas Cooley
Bedford Guide for College Writers (The) – 7th Edition; Kennedy, Kennedy, Mutn, Holladay
Bedford Handbook (The): 5th ed – Hacker (x2)
Best American Essays of the Century (The)– Joyce Carol Oates
Concise Anthology of American Literature: 4th ed – McMichael
Concise Anthology of American Literature: 7th ed – McMichael
Dolphin Reader (The): 6th ed – Hunt
English Works from Greek and Latin Elements: 2nd ed – Kirszner, Mandell
Envision: Writing and Research Arguments: 2nd ed – Alfano, O’ Brien
Essay Connection (The) 9th ed – Bloom
Essay Connection (The): 8th ed. – Bloom
Everyday Writer (The) – 3rd Edition
Everyone’s an Author – Lunsford, Brody, Ede, Moss, Papper, Walters
Great Gatsby (The) – F. Scott Fitzgerald
Lifetime Encyclopedia of Letters – Meyer
Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, and Drama – 7th Edition; Kennedy, Gioia
MLA Handbook 7th ed
Norton Anthology of English Literature (The): 6th ed
Norton Anthology of English Literature (The): The Major Authors: 8th ed Vol A – Greenblatt
Norton Reader (The): 10th ed – Peterson, Bereton
Norton Reader (The): 11th ed – Peterson, Bereton
Norton Reader (The) – 9th Edition; Peterson, Brereton, Hartman
Perrine’s Literature: 7th ed – Arp
Pop Perspectives: Readings to Critique Contemporary Culture – Gray-Rosendale
Portable Literature – 6th Edition; Kirszner, Mandell
The Prentice Hall Reader: 7th ed - Miller
Real Essays with Readings – Anker
Real Essays With Readings: 2nd ed – Anker
Remix: Reading, Composing Culture – Latterell
Roget’s II : The New Thesaurus
Rose that Grew From the Concrete (The) – Tupac Shakur
Seagull Reader Literature (The) – Kelley
Selected Poems – Robert Frost
Signs of Life in the USA: 6th ed. – Masaak, Solomon
St. Martin’s Guide to Writing (The): 8th ed – Axelrod, Cooper, Barkley, Warriner
Step By Step: Writing About Literature: 4th ed – Pat McKeague
Stuff of Thought (The) – Steven Pinker
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary: 10th ed
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary: 10th ed
Webster’s New World Pocket Dictionary
The Writer’s Eye: Composition in the Multimedia Age – Costanzo
Writer’s Reference (The): 6th ed – Hacker
Writing Matters: A Handbook for Writing and Research
Writing that Works: 5th ed – Brusaw, Alred
Wuthering Heights: 3rd ed – Bronte